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Dear Brethren of Saint John of Jerusalem, 
Knights Hospitaller – OSJ (Malta),

This year which was expected to bring with it so many 
hopes that the so much uncertainty and suffering, still 
linked to the pandemic and its psychological, social 
and even religious consequences which we have been 
experiencing through trial and error for the past two 

years would suffice, also added to these the dramas of 
the war in Ukraine and other countries and the combi-
nation of old and the new (even greater) poverty.

Us, members of a Christian Order, are to be reminded 
that this time of lent reminds us that "good, as well as 
love, justice and solidarity, are not achieved once and 
for all; they must be worked at every day".   Members of 
our Christian Order are to live up to the motto of the 

Order ‘Pro Fide, Pro Utilitate Hominum’ by eradicating 
evil from our lives and strengthen our spirit for the fight 
against wrong and to share the deprivations of those 
many people affected by wars, by climate change and 
by various forms of poverty.

A LENT MESSAGE from 
H.E. THE LIEUTENANT-GRAND MASTER

Let us not tire of doing good in active charity towards our 
neighbour. At this point I do refer to the excellent written 

request sent to all Grand Priors and Priors by H.E. the Grand 
Hospitaller, Dr. Vincent Bonagura. The Knight/Dame needs 
to bear in mind at all times that "good, as well as love, jus-
tice and solidarity, are not achieved once and for all; they 
must be worked at every day". Let this time of lent invite us 
to turn around, to change our mentality, so that life has its 
truth and beauty not so much in having as in giving, (…)
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(…) not so much in accumulating as in sowing good and in sharing. 

Allow me to refer to the exhortation of Pope Francis: "Let us never tire of 
doing good; for if we do not give up, in due time we will reap our harvest. 
Therefore, where we have the opportunity, let us do good to all" (Gal 6:9-
10a). The beauty of our life lies in sowing good which frees us from the 
narrow perspective of personal gain and gives our actions the broad 
breath of generosity. In order to sow good and to reap its fruits charity 
becomes a fruitful must. God bless you and the work you do in his name !

Hence, let us take advantage of this time of Lent in a special way by ta-
king care of sick people, by making ourselves close to those brothers and 
sisters who are wounded on the road of life, and by opening ourselves to 
solidarity and acceptance towards Ukrainian refugees. Let us seek, and 
not avoid, those in need; let us call, and not ignore, those who want to 
listen and to receive a good word; let us visit, and not abandon, those 
who suffer loneliness. By practising fraternal love for all, we are being the 
‘Knights Hospitaller’ of the Order of Saint John of Jerusalem.  

I therefore invite you to accept the call of the needy and listen to the 
voice of God which reaches us through Scripture, our neighbour and the 
events of life.

I wish you a good Lenten journey. 

Yours in Christ & in Saint John,
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Paul M. BORG, OSJ,
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MARY’S HYMN.

After the Annunciation, where Gabriel tells Maria, that she 
shall be pregnant and give birth to the Almighty’s Son, Mary 
meets with Elizabeth, who is pregnant with St. John. When 
they have greeted each other, Mary sings this hymn:
"My soul magnifies the Lord, and my spirit rejoices in God my 
Savior, for he has looked with favor on the lowliness of his 
servant. Surely, from now on all generations will call me 
blessed; for the Mighty One has done great things for me, 
and holy is his name. His mercy is for those who fear him 
from generation to generation. He has shown strength with 
his arm; he has scattered the proud in the thoughts of their 
hearts. He has brought down the powerful from their thro-
nes and lifted up the lowly; he has filled the hungry with 
good things and sent the rich away empty. He has helped 
his servant Israel, in remembrance of his mercy, according 
to the promise he made to our ancestors, to Abraham and 
to his descendants forever.“

Mary's hymn may have some connection to Mary, because 
in it she expresses her joy that she has become the object of 
God's mercy, but if we look more closely at the content, it is 
first and foremost about God's deeds against his people Israel. It is a hymn that God is now fulfilling his promises to 
Abraham in the child she is pregnant with and about to give birth to. It is a hymn that God in his mercy looks to the 
poor to whom Mary herself counts. And now that we are at Mary's meanness, which she herself so strongly (…)
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(…) emphasizes - which the immense idealization of her later lineage has seemingly completely overlooked - I cannot help 
but think that it may not be entirely coincidental that in the Gospel of Matthew’s enumeration of Jesus’ ancestry only four 
women are mentioned besides Mary. Now, the very mention of women in pedigrees is not something that was common 

at the time, and one must therefore assume that the author of the Gospel of 
Matthew had a very specific intention with this. The thought-provoking thing 
is that the women who are mentioned are not women who were famous for 
their high morals or significant position, such as the wives of patriarchs, but it 
is women to who’s morality was attached scandals, namely Tamar, who 
committed adultery with her father-in-law Judah, the harlot Rahab from 
Jericho, who betrayed her own and helped Joshua when he conquered 
Jericho, Ruth, who in a rather dubious way made Boaz marry her, and finally 
Bathsheba, whom David seduced while her husband, Uriah, was at war. 
Only these four women among the descendants of Jesus are mentioned, in 
the genealogy ending with these words: "and Jacob (became the father) of 
Joseph, Mary's husband. She gave birth to Jesus, who is called Christ.“ 

This to me is an unequivocal emphasis on what is meant by the words: "His 
mercy is for those who fear him from generation to generation. He has 
shown strength with his arm; he has scattered the proud in the thoughts of 
their hearts. He has brought down the powerful from their thrones and lifted 
up the lowly; he has filled the hungry with good things and sent the rich 
away empty." When Mary is put in the company of Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, and 
Bathsheba, it is an unmistakable proclamation that God's mercy goes 
completely beyond all human norms and boundaries; for in the lineage of 
Abraham, in the house of David, which was so rich in traditions of sin, self-
will, and rebellion against God, he chose to preach his gospel to a child

whose father could not acknowledge it as his own, and therefore this child already from his birth was subject to 
contempt and indignation. And the indignation has certainly not diminished as this child grew up and openly proclaimed 
that traitors and prostitutes, some of whom were in his own noble family, should go before the esteemed (…)
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(…) and well-respected citizens into the kingdom of God. 

If you look at Mary's hymn on this background, it's not just a nice and beautiful - and otherwise completely harmless -
hymn, but it's the preaching of a gospel in which there is enough explosives for several revolutions, and for that matter
there is still more than enough explosive in it to blow our 
own and all future generations' norms to pieces, becau-

se with them we bind ourselves as well as others with 
conventions about which people we can associate with, 
which people are entitled to our respect, and which we 
can afford to tread on. And not only that. We also want 
to bind Our Lord Himself by demanding that He abide by 
our conventions, stay within the framework that we in our 
wisdom have set for our existence, because then we 
know where we have Him. But God does not allow him-
self to be bound, his love is not governed by our norms, 
and when we hear the gospel today, we also know that 
God is not where we want him to be, namely with you 
and me, so that we can patent him, but that he on the 
contrary meets us in our neighbor with his constant 
demand for mercy and help.

Hearing in this way the hymn of Mary becomes not only 
an echo of the promises of distant, ancient prophets, 
who may be very interesting to deal with, but which in 

themselves are beyond our control; Mary's hymn beco-
mes a gospel which, with its burning topicality, shatters all 
the usual norms of our lives into pieces. In its proclama-
tion of God's infinite mercy, it makes the preaching and 
demands of the ancient prophets relevant and close to
life: " For I desire steadfast love and not sacrifice, the knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings." (Hosea 6: 6) (…)
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For the sake of our own righteousness, we sacrifice our fellow men daily because we do not understand that the only 
thing God wants is mercy, as he has shown and still shows us mercy! Therefore, it is not a sign of punishment or disgrace 
when God splits arrogance in your heart and lets you go away empty-handed, but it is the only way He can show you His 
mercy, for only the poor and helpless know what mercy is! Therefore, God's mercy applies to you as well, as he has 
shown mercy to the rebellious and self-willed generation of Abraham and David. (…)

I whish you all a blessed Easter,

Christ is risen !

Rev. Niels REFSKOU, KJSJ,
Chairman of the Ecclesiastical Council.

Niels Refskou
In these days where there is war between Russia and Ukraine let us never 
forget the Prayer of Saint Francis of Assisi:

Lord, make me an instrument of Thy peace.
Where there is hatred, let me sow love.

Where there is injury, pardon.
Where there is error, the truth.

Where there is doubt, the faith.
Where there is despair, hope.
Where there is darkness, light.

And where there is sadness, joy.

O Divine Master,
Grant that I may not so much seek

To be consoled, as to console.
To be understood, as to understand.

To be loved as to love.
For it is in giving that we receive.

It is in pardoning that we are pardoned.
And it is in dying that we are born to eternal life. Amen.



CITATION on FASTEN

When you fast, do not look somber 

as the hypocrites do, for they 

disfigure their faces to show others 

they are fasting. Truly I tell you, they 

have received their reward in full. 

But when you fast, put oil on your 

head and wash your face, so that it 

will not be obvious to others that you 

are fasting, but only to your Father, 

who is unseen; and your Father, who 

sees what is done in secret, will 

reward you.

Matthew 6: 16-18

459



IS THERE STILL ROOM FOR THE 
OBJECTIVITY OF MORALITY ?
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Today, we are experiencing a new paradox. On the one hand, we are overwhelmed by a 
plethora of new laws that are more and more concerned with people’s personal lives and 
convictions, driven mainly by all sorts of ideologies. On the other hand, we experience a 
growing allergy to generally applicable morality that refers to what is morally right and wrong 
and tries to give direction to human actions. These ideologies claim that they want to 
support man in the accomplishment of the so-coveted individualistic self-realization and 
want to liberate him from the so-called yoke that morality would weigh on man and prevent 
him from self-realization. A morality based on natural law, which for centuries has formed the 
basis of the order of Western society, was considered by many contemporaries to be an 

infringement of human freedom and self-determination. This universally accepted principle, 

into a profound moral crisis, sadly claiming countless victims. This 
crisis is rooted in the broken union between freedom and truth. 
Many people believe that human freedom is so unlimited that it is 
no longer bound by anything, not even the truth. Nothing is pre-
determined or given, everything can still be created; nothing is 
pre-determined as good or evil, everything good can still be 
created.

Today, everything seems to be judged based on the situation and 
the inner motivation, and no fixed standard is accepted by which 
an action can be evaluated. Now, it seems as if the situation

PRO FIDE: 
Is there still room for the objectivity of morality ?(B) 

which formed the foundation of 
morality and society, has been 
completely rejected by the new –
supposedly progressive – ideolo-
gies, which have plunged society
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(…) in which an action is performed and the inner motivation by which it is performed have acquired the exclusivity to 
judge the moral content of this action. Traditionally, the situation and the inner motivation were the criteria for judging 
whether an action – considered deviating from what was good – could count on extenuating circumstances. Good was 
called good and evil was called evil, and between these two, certain criteria and circumstances determined the 
severity of the evil.

These ideologies have also made their way into contemporary theological trends that preach personalism and the 
proportionalism and consequentialism associated with it. As a result, good and evil are put into perspective to such an

between the act and the person who commits it. However, the distinction helps us to maintain our objectivity in judging the 
act and to assert subjectivity in judging the person who commits the act and in the understanding we have, to a greater or 
lesser degree, for the act. It is this distinction that has disappeared altogether today in an atmosphere of condonation.

As Christian believers, we must ask ourselves whether, in this way, we are doing each other a service, or whether we are 
obstructing each other in living out our vocation as human beings in general and as Christians in particular. (…)

extent that there can no longer be any objective good or evil, nor 
any sin.

This is why it has become fashionable to condone everything and 
to draw a veil over it, out of a so-called pastoral concern. The argu-

ment is that, after all, Jesus Christ was forgiving to the woman 
taken in adultery and forgave the murderer on the cross. However, 
one fails to ask the question as to whether the forgiveness Jesus 
offered also meant that the act was approved. One overlooks the 
fact that the adulterous woman was instructed not to sin again 
and that the forgiveness granted to the murderer on the cross 
came after he had confessed his guilt. None other than Saint 
Augustine expressed this distinction in a powerful way with his well-
known phrase that we should love the sinner but hate the sin. A 

distinction that is often not easy to make, because an act is always 
committed by a particular person, so that there is an essential link



other than the light of reason instilled in us by God, by which we 
learn what we should and should not do. The content of this na-
ural law is made explicit in the Ten Commandments (the Deca-

logue). Natural law and the Decalogue thus go hand in hand 
and protect the singular individuality and dignity of the human 
person.
Nor is the new law that Jesus presented in the Sermon on the 
Mount opposed to natural law or the Decalogue; on the contra-
ry, the Sermon on the Mount is the fulfilment of the Decalogue. In 
it, Jesus internalizes the commandments and calls his followers to 
a most generous response. Thus, the Sermon on the Mount is the 
Magna Carta of evangelical morality. It is the task of the 
Church’s Magisterium to present natural law, the Decalogue, 
and the Sermon on the Mount to all generations in the light of 
Christ.

Although the Church does not wish to impose any system of

12

(…) In the Gospel, Jesus calls us to become holy as the Father in heaven is holy. This is the benchmark for our life as Chris-
tians to which we are invited and to which we must aspire, yes, from and with our human limitations. Pope Francis also
explicitly calls us to this on several occasions. The pursuit of holiness is not a relic from a distant Catholic past, but a con-
temporary appeal for all who call themselves Christians.

Consciously or unconsciously, everyone is looking for the full life, the absolute good, the fullness of good. And since only
God is good, any human being can turn to God to know what is good and what is evil. God has made himself known in
many ways, but first and foremost by the law written in the heart of man, which is natural law. This natural law is nothing

philosophical or theological thought, the Church’s Magisterium has the duty to say that some views and schools of thought 
are contrary to the revealed truth.

This does not place an unbearable burden on people’s shoulders, and does not restrict their freedom, but helps them not 
to lose sight of the ideal in life. We are all, in one way or another, far from that ideal, but the path to it will not (…)
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(…) When the Church’s teaching on moral issues is rejected a priori because it supposedly takes insufficient account or 
no account at all of the realities of life or shows a lack of love for the lives of real people, then I think there is a serious
confusion on the part of those who claim this. As human beings, we need both truth and compassion, upliftment and 
support. It is presented as if every word spoken by the Magisterium – which is not in line with a contemporary ideology –
would be a condemnation of specific people and a reason for people to turn their backs on the Church en masse.
As long as there is love, everything seems to be allowed according to this attitude. Reference is again made to Saint 
Augustine and his other well-known saying: “Love, and do what you will.” It seems to be forgotten, however, that Jesus 
phrased the commandment of love as a completion of the Law, not as a replacement for it.

“We do not want to condemn or lose anyone,” we often hear 
today as an additional argument for rejecting statements of 
the Church Magisterium. Indeed, condemning people and 
leaving them to their own devices can never be the intention.
But if, as is rightly said, one wishes to give conscience its 
rightful place in judging and deciding whether or not to 
commit an act, then this conscience must be formed and 
take into account a clear frame of reference, and it cannot 

simply depend on one’s own interpretation of what is good 
and what is evil. If a conscience is confined to a purely 
personal conviction about what is morally good or evil, it is 
only a very limited individualistic reflection, which escapes the

test of what is defined as universally good. The formation of conscience involves precisely this growing capacity to weigh 
personal action against the universal good. Psychology devotes a great deal of attention to this inner growth process 
and to how guidance and examples are needed in order to grow towards a mature conscience. It seems that, today, 
people no longer want to give this natural growth process in man a chance, and, on the contrary, want to replace it with 
a conscience that allows itself to be guided only by emotions. 

Perhaps this is one of the great mistakes of our time that prevents people from real happiness. It is regrettable and painful
that people who are called and have the responsibility to guide and lead others in faith are led by populism and certain 
ideologies rather than by the Christian faith in their oversimplified criticism of the Church’s Magisterium. (…)
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(…) be made more passable by obscuring the ideal or sim-
ply seeing it as outmoded.

If we, as a church community, want to take the guardian-
ship of our brothers and sisters to heart, as is so aptly indica-
ted in the first pages of the Bible, we must help each other 
to allow good to grow in our lives and to renounce evil. This 
presupposes that we dare to be honest about what is good 
and evil, first of all for ourselves but also towards others.
A sincere act of love and a spiritual work of mercy to boot !

Frater René STOCKMAN, KSJ,
Superior General, Brothers of Charity.



QUOTE on TOLERANCE

Neither a person nor a nation 

can exist without some 

higher idea. 

And there is only one higher 

idea on earth, and it is the 

idea of the immortality of the 

human soul, for all other 

"higher" ideas of life by which 

humans might live derive 

from that idea alone.

Fyodor Mikhailovich 

Dostoevsky
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Frank Jakobsen delivers. 

What is Project Can rings ?
Project Can Rings is a charitable project based solely on voluntary work.

We are supported by many voluntary private individuals, and also by a number of organizations, mainly in Denmark and 
Norway. However, we also receive can rings from Norway, Sweden, Iceland, The Faroe Islands and Germany. 

Prosthetic legs
In Asia, and Thailand in particular, poor people have major problems with mines, diabetes and snake bites. This causes 
many people to be limb-amputated. About 400,000 people in Asia are missing one or both legs. In many cases, they 
cannot work and thus cannot support their families. In many of these countries, social aid is not effective and perhaps 
even non-existent. 
Commandery Dagmar financially supports a hospital in Thailand through the independent organization Projekt Dåse-
ringe (Project Can Rings), which was started by the organization Inner Wheel. The hospital is called Protheses Founda-
tion, and it is located in Chiang Mai in Northern Thailand. The aid is used for prosthetic legs. In the hospital in Thailand 
arm and hand prostheses with grip reflexes are also being developed ! (…)

Charity: Can Rings Project 
Dagmar Commandery (DK)

Charity: Can Rings Project

Some of the stored can ringsHanne, Aase, Lena and Kim
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Frank Jakobsen delivers. 
(…) 
Mission
Our mission collecting a small insignificant waste part (the can ring from beer and soda cans) has been – and continues to 
be – to support the Prostheses Foundation project in Thailand. The hospital make - primarily free - prosthetics for poor, limb-
amputated citizens. This is done unregarding nationality or religion. The helped will thus be able to truly participate in life 
and be given a unique opportunity to support their families.
For us, it is important that all funds go uncut to the project, and that we thereby help to make a difference!
Commandery Dagmar and some data.
Commandery Dagmar, as a part of Project Can Rings, has been collecting can rings from beer and soda cans since 2013. 
This has created the opportunity to donate DKK 860,000 (115.000 euros) to the Prostheses Foundation at the hospital in 
Chiang Mai, Thailand. More than 50,000 people have been helped so far.
The hospital helps leg-amputees in Asia with new prosthesis. In addition, we support the purchase of mobile clinics for the 
hospital, so it is possible to bring out help to even the most inaccessible areas. There are now more than 50 mobile clinics in 
duty.

Charity: Can Rings Project 
Dagmar Commandery (DK)

Chancellor Sussi 

and Hanne with 

a magnet

The slick 

with 

magnets 

All money created through the sale of the can rings, as well as donations, 
goes uncut to the hospital.
From 2002 to 2009, we shipped the canned rings to Thailand by air (SAS –
Scandinavian Airlines). After 2009, we received far too large quantities of 
canned rings to air transportation, which led us to start selling them to 
Danske Fragtmænd (a Company of Danish Freight Carriers) for resale in 
Germany. 
There are more than 170 collection sites in Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
(…)

Team of the day
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Frank Jakobsen delivers. 
How does Commandery Dagmar work ?
Commandery Dagmar collects can rings across much of the country. In addition to collecting the rings ourselves, we 
receive donations from an incredible number of people who want to contribute through this human-to-human method ! 
Both individuals and workplaces collect and deliver to us. One of the most impressing things is, when we have given lec-
tures in schools about our work, schoolchildren contribute a huge amount of effort. It's amazing how committed an effort 
kids can make, when they feel they are able to contribute. Commandery Dagmar presents the children a diploma, sho-
wing that we value their commitment to charity. When we have gathered a large amount of can rings in the various pla-
ces, we transport them to Skanderborg, the home of Commandery Dagmar. Here we have a common storage space in a 

large hall. The hall is owned by “Danske Fragtmænd” (Danish Freight Carriers), who provide rooms and help free of charge. 
That's their sponsorship to us. When can rings are delivered, they make sure to drive them in and place them so that we can 
continue to work on sorting. Volunteers from Commandery Dagmar, Inner Wheel and others embark the big process. Only 
can rings from mainly beer and soda cans consist of the right alloy. Some rings are magnetic and they cannot be used at 
all. We also find everything from coins, batteries to hearing aids, jewellery rings and much more to be discarded. Too much 
error content significantly reduces the value of the can rings, so here there is a very important work going on.  

A beautiful and quirky story
A few years back, a Knight from Commandery Dagmar's Knighthood – the now unfortunately deceased Norwegian Carl 
Johan Holm – and his partner had to go to Denmark to attend an Order’s Meeting and to deliver a large amount of can 
rings he had collected in southern Norway. He was driving a Volvo station wagon, and the whole trunk was filled with can 
rings. On the motorway near Aalborg, he was hit from behind by a madness driver who was driving at a very high speed. 
Carl Johan Holm’s car made a somersault and landed on the roof. Dazed, Carl Johan climbed out of the car and called 
over former Commander Thorkild Hagn-Meincke and told he would be a little late. Carl Johan could also tell that the 
police and rescue teams had told that it was a true wonder that Carl Johan and his partner had survived their lives. The car 
should have been completely flattened upon landing and made survival impossible. But the car's large contents of sacks of 
can rings had prevented a collapse of the cabin, which was now relatively intact. It was really a wonder they survived. 
Good deeds bear the wages in themselves.

Charity: Can Rings Project 
Dagmar Commandery (DK)

Kim Aabo CHRISTENSEN, KGSJ,
Commander,

Dagmar Commandery.



QUOTE on EMOTIONS

Emotions neither prove 

nor disprove facts. 

There was a time when any 

rational adult understood this. 

But years of dumbed-down 

education and emphasis on 

how people ‘feel’ have left too 
many people unable to see 

through this media gimmick. 

Thomas SOWELL
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Wooden Boats for Veterans (WBFV) was founded in the 
USA in 2016 by service-disabled military veterans as a not-
for-profit private operating foundation:
– https://www.vetsboats.org.

Clover was designed by Albert Luke and built in 1938 by 
Luke Brothers Boatyard at Hamble, for Eric Dudley Thomp-
son. A renowned yard for decades, Luke’s was targeted 
for destruction by the German Luftwaffe for building
Seaplanes and landing craft, and was bombed out of 
existence in 1940.
Clover measures 68’ length overall, 50’ on the waterline, 
14’3” beam and 9’draft. Her displacement is approxima-
tely 45 tonnes. She is traditionally carvel planked, using 
long pine planking and double sawn oak frames with 
staggered joints. She was fastened with what appear to 
be bronze spikes and is externally ballasted with a cast 
lead keel, estimated to weigh 5 tonnes and fastened
with 1¼” bronze bolts. The topsides have been refastened 
with stainless steel screws. Floors are steel straps, bolted 
through the keel and extending upwards five plank 
widths, through bolted to a single frame with bronze bolts.

20

CHARITY: VETERANS ACTIONS,
St. Francis Cdry, Priory of the PACIFIC (USA) 

REPORT: PRIORY of the PACIFIC, Veterans
Actions, Wooden Boats for Veterans (WBFV), 
Spring 2021

On the Clover restoration project

In Clover’s hull are set two oval metal plates, measuring about 27” x 18” at the port and starboard hull sides, forward of 
the leading edge of the ballast keel. These plates connect with 12” diameter internally mounted vertical cylinders,
with sealed tops supporting electrical junction boxes. This apparatus appears to be either a depth or echo sounding 
system; or an ASDIC system, developed by the British Admiralty’s Anti-Submarine Division between the World (…)

Clover in 1947, presumed in the 

Solent. Note the compass binnacle 

on top of the main cabin amid-

ships.

Photo by Beken of Cowes.

https://www.vetsboats.org/


This would be a curious location for a yacht’s steering com-
pass, but it is directly above the transducer equipment be-
low. When – and why – this equipment was installed is still 
being researched, but it is known from the 1939 England 
population Register (taken on 29 Sept 1939, 3 weeks after 
the outbreak of WW2) entry by Eric Dudley Thompson that 
he was ‘Owner and Master of Yacht Clover, awaiting in-
structions from the Admiralty Control, Dartmouth’. It would 
seem that Clover was used during WW2 for operations requi-
ring accurate detection and mapping of underwater ob-
jects and/or seabed profiles.
Royal Cruising Club records show that Clover and Eric Thom-
pson were members. Lloyds Register shows that Clover was 
sold in 1972 to the USA. She passed through the hands of 
several owners and transited the Panama Canal in the 
1970’s, arriving in the San Francisco Bay Area. Clover was 
donated to WBFV in 2016, after lying uncared for and
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(…) Wars.
Also evident in the 1947 Beken photographs of Clover is an 
Admiralty pattern ship’s compass binnacle, mounted amid-
ships on top of the main cabin.

CHARITY: VETERANS ACTIONS,
St. Francis Cdry, Priory of the PACIFIC (USA) 

dormant for over ten years: sinking, damaged and close 
to being destroyed.

Prior to deciding whether to accept Clover, WBFV com-
missioned a marine survey. She was in an advanced

state of decay, with bilge pumps running constantly. She 
was taken from Alameda to Richmond, where Bay Marine
Boatyard hauled her out for the first time in a decade. In 
June 2015, Clover was surveyed by renowned marine sur-
veyor Kent Parker: he spent three days tap-testing,(…)

One of the two oval metal 

plates set into the hull, with an 

internally-mounted transducer.
One of the 

two 

transducers 

attached to

the metal 

plates in the 

hull.

Still only part way through her restoration, Clover was 

re-launched in 2020.



turned to raising funds for hauling the boat and re-
cruiting volunteers to support a major refit.
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(…) probing, and visually inspecting all the accessible 
structural areas. From the keel to the deck and from the 
stems to the horn timbers of the stern; all deck beams and 
carlins, hull frames and steel floors; the cabin hatches and 
internal partitions; and the mast and spars, deck and rig-
ging end fittings,
turnbuckles and chain plates… it was a thorough examina-
tion of the vessel’s condition, which now guides the resto-
ration project.
In March 2016, Clover began the first phase of her restorati-
on, focusing on making her hull and deck watertight and 
addressing the immediate structural issues. In all, portions of 
five planks were removed and replaced; a fiberglass cove-
ring put on the deck; seven throughhull fittings and valves 
replaced; and the hull topsides and bottom painted. It was 
a start… Clover was then moved across from Bay Marine 
Boatyard to Sugar Dock, where her deck was covered, 
and work continued below decks to treat the corrosion in 
the bilges, repaint the floors, remove all electrical wiring 
and plumbing, remove and catalogue all the equipment, 
and prepare the engine and rig for removal. Still leaking, 
she was sealed up while preparations and funding were 
organised.
In February 2018, Clover’s mast and rig were removed, also 
her aft cabin and engine. The full extent of the deteriora-
tion in the aft section was then realized: all her floors under-
neath the engine, and the engine bed rails and logs, 
would need replacement before any further restoration 
work on the deck or machinery could commence. The rig 
was stored, the engine sent for repainting, and the focus

CHARITY: VETERANS ACTIONS,
St. Francis Cdry, Priory of the PACIFIC (USA) 

By 2019, Clover’s pilothouse, mast and rig, engine and 
tankage had been removed for repair; her stem and 
knightheads were repaired; and down below, her cabin 
sole beam structure was replaced. All of her gear and fit-
tings had been removed, carefully catalogued and stored. 
Now it was time to tackle the more serious elements of the 
restoration. Clover was hauled in spring 2019 with these ob-

jectives: replace seven floors and install new engine bed 
rails in the aft section of the vessel; re-caulk her planking 
below the waterline; and reinstall the engine, pilothouse 
and tankage. In addition, the propeller shaft was

Afloat with the new bowsprit. September 30, 2021



On charity (f)acts in covid times
During the Covid crisis, the activities of the Pacific Priory 
have been limited, but both the King Valdemar Com-
mandery, and the St. Francis Commandery have been 
successful in funding specific charities in keeping with 
the Order of St. John motto: Pro Fide, Pro Utilitate Homi-
num. (…)
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(…) removed and refurbished, and her shaft log and cutlass 
bearing were removed and replaced.

CHARITY: VETERANS ACTIONS,
St. Francis Cdry, Priory of the PACIFIC (USA) 

In March 2020, Clover was moved from Pt. Richmond to 
Glen Cove Marina. Work began in earnest to repair the 
deck, hatches, sampson post and forward and aft mooring 
bitts. Work continued into the early part of 2021, with a com-
pletely new deck laid on top of the original deck, and all 
hatches and fittings strengthened and made watertight. 
Clover’s mast and boom, now fully repaired with fittings 
refurbished and reattached, await rigging and stepping this 
fall for which she was moved back to Richmond on 30 Sept 
2021. Her new gaff, a spar she’s not carried in over five de-
cades, has been generously donated by the schooner Fre-
da B’s intrepid captain, Paul Dines, a past Commodore of 
the Master Mariners’ Association. For a detailed account of 
the work completed and remaining to return her to sailing 
condition, there is a full project report on the OGA website.
Further research is being undertaken on the early history of

Under tow to 

Richmond, showing 

her refurbished deck, 

hatches and deck 

fittings. September 

30, 2021.

Clover and her first owner, Eric Dudley Thompson, espe-
cially on her work during WW2. Any information that Log 
readers might have would be most gratefully received 
by the author, Terry Moran.



In addition, a new phase for the Vision Improvement 
Project was completed for residents of the Casa Espe-
ranza Community Home In Panorama City, CA. This pro-
ject, in partnership with the Jules Stein Eye Institute of Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles, (UCLA) has provided 
eye care for more than 75 residents in the six visits to the 
home. Comprehensive eye exams and prescription glas-
ses are provided to the children and adults at no cost to 
them. The most recent visit was concluded in March, 
2022 and twelve residents were examined and fitted 
with new glasses.

St. Francis Commandery, based in San Francisco, for the 
first time In two years, held an in person meeting at the 
St. Francis Yacht Club, and elected Chevalier Tom Gil-
heany, KSJ as Commander for 2022. Commander Gil-
heany conducted his first meeting in March, 2022 at an 
outdoor setting and set forth the schedule for the year 
which includes an Investiture on June 4th and a gala 
ball that evening. The annual fundraising polo match, 
which has been on hold for two years, will be held in 
August or September 2022 at the Polo Field in Santa 
Rosa. This is a popular event and the major fundraising 
event for the Commandery. Chevalier Christopher 
Barnes, Chevalier William Chadwick, Chevalier Paul 
Griffin and Commander Gilheany are forming a com-
mittee to handle the details of the event.
Funding for the restoration of “Clover” has continued 
and more than 50 veterans have been involved with the 
project which should be completed in 2022 (…)

Yours in St. John,
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(…) King Valdemar Commandery, based in Los Angeles, 
continued working with charities that have been an integral 
part of their mission for years. Grand Prior Emiritus Edmond 
Coblentz and his lovely wife Dame Elsa Coblentz worked 
diligently with family and friends to provide donations to the 

following entities:
- $8000 earmarked by a kind donor for the restoration of two 
of the children homes at Hogar Cristiano in Costa Rica.
- $2000 to Hogar de Ancianos in Limon Costa Rica for the pur-
chase of two hydraulic lifts for bed use.
- $1000 to the Cambodia Water Purification project.
- $2500 for the Fernando Flores Scholarship at University of 
California at Santa Barbara. (UCSB)
- $4000 for the Casa Esperanza “Los Posadas” event.

CHARITY: VETERANS ACTIONS,
St. Francis Cdry, Priory of the PACIFIC (USA) 

Casa Esperanza 

“Los Posadas”  



Ranger Road for veterans.

As the year progresses, several of the charities that were 
inactive because of Covid are expected to reassemble 
and be active again and St. Francis Commandery will 
support those that provide assistance to wounded vete-
rans on a case by case basis. 

Yours in St. John,
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(…) and then the sailing vessel will be seen hosting veterans 
and sailing in San Francisco Bay. This has been an extensive 
project as “Clover” is an English sailing vessel from the WWII 
era that eventually was brought to the San Francisco area 
and is now being restored as it was in poor shape until taken 
on as a project by Terry Moran, a Navy veteran, and his 
volunteers.

CHARITY: VETERANS ACTIONS,
St. Francis Cdry, Priory of the PACIFIC (USA) 

Ranger Road, another charity, supported by the St. Francis 
Commandery has continued with its programs throughout 
the year and the Sailing Program, which was started last 
year on San Francisco Bay has seen more than 30 veterans 
sailing on the Bay. In addition, Chevalier William Chadwick, 
attended one of the recent parachute jump events held by 

Biz Obley, KJSJ.
Prior,

Pacific Priory (USA)

Ranger Road Parachute jumps

Ranger Road racing



WE WANT 

YOU 
for The International Herald !    

Make yourself heard, from all OSJ units. The more in these 
times, we DO want to know how you are doing over there on 
our motto Pro Fide, the pro Utilitate Hominum !

Send in your contributions soon for the next 02/2022 edition
in Word format and in separate Jpeg pictures soon to
lambrechtnot@skynet.be, by the end of May to come, at the
latest. 

MANY THANKS !

CALL for CONTENT

THE INTERNATIONAL HERALD
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For God so loved the world, 

that he gave his only 

begotten Son, 

that whosoever believeth 

in Him 

should not perish, 

but have everlasting life.

John 3:16.
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Synchronize your watches !
NEW DATE SOVEREIGN COUNCIL: 

OCTOBER 29th, 2022. 
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The Petit Conseil, in consultation with our Lieutenant-Grand Master 

H.E. Paul M. Borg, has the honour to announce that the

SOVEREIGN COUNCIL 2022 will be held on (new date !)

Saturday 29th October 2022: 

the Petit Conseil considered it wise to postpone the provisional

April date to the said 29 October for obvious reason(s).   

LOCATION: Victoria Hotel/the Palace, Sliema, Malta.

The ECUMENICAL SERVICE will be held on Sunday 30th October.



The ELEPHANT in the ROOM:
A VIEW UPON HUMAN BEINGS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE 
OF THE EARTH

huge, devastating impact human beings have on the 
surface of the planet since the industrial revolution and 
especially in recent years.  (…)
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Some time ago I attended a lecture with the same title, 
given by a well-known geologist. The elephant in the room 
was planet earth, our only guarantee for survival as a spe-
cies. Unfortunately we are rapidly making our blue planet 
more and more inhabitable. Until very recently we had all 
sorts of concerns for mankind, but no real awareness of 
and care for the Elephant that carries us and all our ende-
avors, without being carried itself by anything else (except 
by a turtle in Hindu mythology). The metaphor of the 
elephant in the room is used to express a warning about 
something really important but completely overlooked or 
avoided. The geologist also discussed a second topic, 
indicated in his subtitle: a look at human beings from the 
perspective of the planet itself. The development and 
history of planet Earth are of a scale that is mindboggling. 
In comparison to it, the existence of mankind is but a very 
late, and very brief phenomenon. Although human beings 
are this ‘recent’ product of the enormously long evolution 
of the planet, the impact of them on the eco- or biosphere 
has increased so substantially and rapidly during the last 
decades that some scientists even talk about the present 
phase of geological developments on earth as the Anthro-
pocene. This constitutes a real paradox: the paradox of the 
insignificance of human history in comparison with the total 
history of the planet itself - yet, at the same time the (…)

REFLECTIONS on

The ELEPHANT in the ROOM

Although our geologist is a well-known scientist, he very 
much adopted a strongly anthropomorphic way of tal-
king about planet Earth. Our planet supposedly ‘inven-
ted’ adequate means to capture CO2 efficiently; it/she 
constantly ‘endeavors’ to stabilize and adjust circum-
stances on its surface in order to preserve the balance 
and order between the different ecological layers and 
sub-systems. All this of course as if she herself specifically 
had life on earth and especially higher forms of life in 
view. The speaker thus seemed to advocate a view 
today widely adopted by media and general public. It 
is the view in which our planet is more or less considered 
as if it were a gigantic living entity itself, (…)



(…) having a kind of internal and intrinsic aim: the aim to 
sustain herself as a well-balanced system, producing - a 
Virgin Mother alike - countless extraordinary forms of life and 
intelligence (and before long, through us, maybe transhu-
man forms of intelligent life). Unfortunately, the impact of 
human beings has become so big, especially during the last 
decades, that this affects the well-being of the planet and 
disturbs nature’s harmony. Being in distress, Mother Earth –
Gaia as many call her today – begins to strike back at us in 
order to awaken us and to have us change our ways. It is the 
same language we constantly hear today in connection
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the source of. The concrete effects are undeniable: rapid-
ly melting glaciers and polar ice, wildfires of a gigantic 
scale, enormous tornados and terribly devastating floods. 

Not the Empire, but Gaia strikes back at us; it is not Provi-
dence we sin against, but the Goddess Earth and she will 
make us repent.

I suspect that our geologist does not really believe the 
anthropomorphic talk and images he used; probably he 
wanted to adapt himself to the prevailing general view 
and contribute in this way to the growing awareness of 
the urgency of our ecological situation. Not only young-

sters and climate activists, even world leaders and scien-
tists are now using quasi-religious language when talking 
about ecological developments. Nevertheless, we must 
ask ourselves the critical question: What to think of this an-
thropomorphic view of planet Earth so prevalent today? It 
is of course not a scientific view at all, as is clear from 
several elements: the ascription of a mythological proper 
name to our planet, the mother-goddess Gaia; the ascrip-
tion of intrinsic purposes to the behavior of the planet (the 
same happens when people claim there is an anthropic 
principle present in the development of the universe; as if 
the universe had an intrinsic purpose: to produce life, and 
ultimately intelligent life); the ascription of emotions to the 
planet as such. It is paradoxical that at the very moment 
when atheists see the neo-Darwinian worldview as the 
ultimate vindication of atheism (there is no purpose, no 
design in nature, everything is the product of a blind 
watchmaker), the quasi-religious, (…)

with the effects of global warming, climate change and other 
consequences we humans have undoubtedly become (…)

REFLECTIONS on

The ELEPHANT in the ROOM

Hurricane Cathrina



(…) mythological view of planet Earth becomes more and 
more dominant. Myth and religion seem ineradicable, 
they even infiltrate the scientific view of cosmology and 
geology itself: there must be a purpose; there is sin, and 
unless there is repentance and reform of life, we will be 
punished and perhaps even perish. 

From the scientific point of view as such, it makes no sense 
to talk about our planet as we do today. From the point of 
view of planetary evolution there is no purpose: as we 
know, within some 5 billion years from now the sun will im-
plode and our planet itself with everything on it will disin-
tegrate; human life will probably end much earlier. The 
planet itself cannot be in distress, and cannot react in an 
emotional way. The planet itself does not want anything, 
has no aims, neither for nor against us. At each stage of its 
development, it simply is what it is due to internal and ex-
ternal causes operating according to neutral natural laws. 
Scientifically speaking it does not make sense to speak of 

a deterioration of the ecosphere: the ecosphere simply 
takes on different forms, which of course can be more or 
less detrimental to specific sorts of thing or being. If certain 
forms of life disappear in certain circumstances, inevitably 
other forms will appear, survive and flourish. From the point 
of view of the planet, it does not matter what kinds of 
thing there are; even conscious and intelligent life consti-
tute but a very small fraction in its development and will 
sooner or later disappear again. From the scientific point 

of view itself, nothing follows with respect to what we hu-
mans must do. From a description of what there is, nothing 
follows as to what one morally or politically should do.(…)
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(…) From the point of view of the Elephant in the room, no 
imperatives can follow as to what to do next. Of course 
once we care for our survival and well-being as a species, 
we can and must use scientific knowledge to tell us what 
the likely consequences of our behavior will be. We are not 
sinning against the Goddess, we are sinning against our-
selves (and against the commandments of the real God ?). 

view. The two views are simply different, incommen-
surable. Reverence for the grandeur and beauty of 
nature is not at all an irrational attitude. Again, the ‘aes-
thetic’ view and related attitudes can be a source of 
action in view of the preservation of nature; perhaps it 
should and could be as imperative to us as our desire for 

survival. The objective point of view of the Elephant (the 
planet) does not in and by itself reveal value or beauty, it 
is not in itself linked to care and reverence, nor to resent-
ment. That does not mean it is uninteresting. It allows us to 
see the world from ‘the eternal perspective’ (as Spinoza 
puts it), a perspective no longer tied to our human all too 
human desires. It provides us with the possibility to con-
template ourselves for a brief moment in a way comple-
tely different from the way we usually see ourselves when 

we are immersed in the daily emotional dealings we 
have with each other. We too are but the products of the 
complex array of natural causes operating on a tiny pla-
net, itself floating in a tiny spot of the extravagantly ex-
panded and expansive universe. This realization is mind 
boggling, unsettling (it was a view that –then just disco-
vered - raised feelings of terror in Blaise Pascal’s mind).

There is a further consideration: it is possible to see the eco-
system, nature, and its diversity of systems, life forms and spe-
cies, as something of extraordinary beauty, richness and worth. 
Again, this ‘aesthetic’ view does not follow from science, but 
neither is it incompatible with the neutral, objective, scientific 

REFLECTIONS on

The ELEPHANT in the ROOM

Herman DE DIJN, CGSJ

Prof. Em., Philosophy dept., 
Catholic University of Leuven (B).
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Wash the plate:

not because it is dirty,

nor because you were told to wash it,

but because you love the person 

who will use it next.

Mother Theresa
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THE AMERICAS PRIORY: MARCH 2022 REPORT

“Then Jesus came to them and said, “All authority in heaven and 
on earth has been given to me. Therefore go and make disciples of 
all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son 
and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have 
commanded you.” (Matthew 28:18-20).

Growth….every organization…every commandery of the Order of 
St. John throughout the world speaks of “growth”….plans for 
“growth”…and creates programs for “growth”.  We want to “grow” 
for the obvious reason that increased membership means we can 
carry out more charitable work.  But perhaps there is another 
motivation that drives our desire to “grow”. Perhaps, just perhaps, 
we are being obedient to the Great Commission of our Lord Who 
commanded His followers to seek out like-minded people and enlist 
them in our quest to bring compassion to a world that desperately 
needs it.

The Americas Priory is in a “growth spurt”. Each of the four 
commanderies is trying to grow by adding members of 
commitment and quality to help us carry out our mission.  Since the 
last issue of the International Herald, the Commanderies of Florida
and New York each held Solemn Investitures, adding new members and promoting existing members to new ranks and 
responsibilities.  The Commandery of Houston continues to expand its outreach and our brothers and sisters in the 
Commandery of the West Indies are finalizing plans for their Investiture to be held on April 28-20 in St. Croix !

Florida Commandery holds Tenth Anniversary Commemoration: Solemn Ceremony of Investiture held November 5, 2021
The Commandery of Florida, under leadership of H.E. Grand Dame Isabelle K. Paul OSJ, held its Tenth Anniversary (…)

The Great 
Commission
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(…) Commemoration and Solemn Ceremony of Investiture on Novem-
ber 5, 2021, in Boca Raton, Florida.

Nine new members were invested in the Order, including new Com-
mandery Chaplain Father Andrew Sherman, and six members were 
promoted in the ceremony officiated by H.E. Baliff Dr. Vincent Bona-
gura, Grand Hospitaler OSJ.

Chevalier James Gavrilos, a member of the Florida Commandery, was 
promoted to Knight Commander of Justice and was installed as H.E. 
James Gavrilos, Prior of the Americas Priory.

H.E. Bailiff Dr Vincent Bonagura, Grand Hospitaller OSJ presented The 
Cross of Merit to H.E. Grand Dame Isabelle K. Paul OSJ.

H.E. Baliff Dr. Vincent Bonagura also installed The Reverend Andrew James Sherman KSJ, to the Chaplaincy of the Com-
mandery of Florida.

The Commandery of Florida, represented by its 44 knights and dames, 
have donated $1.3 million to local Florida charities since the organiza-
tion of the commandery in 2011.

The Investiture was followed by the Commandery’s fourth annual Knights 
& Dames Gala held at the Royal Palm Yacht Club in Boca Raton, with 
presentation of the Dame Countess Henrietta de Hornle Legacy Award 
honoring The Schmidt Family Foundation and Barbara and Richard 
Schmidt.
Top foto: Florida Commandery Newest Members, H.E. Grand Dame 
Isabelle Paul OSJ, H.E. James Gavrilos Prior of the Americas Priory, 
H.E.Baliff Dr. Vincent Bonagura Grand Hospitaller OSJ, Reverend Andrew 
Sherman KSJ Chaplain Florida Commandery. (…) H.E. James Gavrilos Prior of the Americas Priory
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Photo left: Dame Henrietta 
Countess de Hoernle Awardee 
Schmidt Family Foundation -
Barbara and Richard Schmidt, 
H.E. Grand Dame Isabelle Paul 
OSJ, Christine Lynn.

Photo right: Reverend Andrew
Sherman KSJ Chaplain Florida 

Commandery, H.E.Baliff Dr. 
Vincent Bonagura Grand 

Hospitaller OSJ, H.E. Grand 
Dame Isabelle Paul OSJ.

Commandery of the West Indies prepares for Solemn Investiture (April 28-30)
The Investiture Weekend’s format will be familiar to most of you. We begin on Thursday, April 28th with a Welcome Recep-
tion at the home of Chris and Eleanor Finch at 6 pm. On Friday, the Aspirants Breakfast begins at 9 am, with a rehearsal at 

the Lord God of Sabaoth Lutheran Church in Christiansted immediately thereafter, and an Evening Reception at 6 pm. The 
Investiture starts promptly at 3 pm on Saturday, with Knights and Dames required to arrive at 2 pm. The Gala Dinner begins 
after the Ceremony at approximately 6:30 pm. Please note that the dress protocols have changed for these events. Most 
significantly, on Saturday, women are asked to dress in elegant cocktail attire, and men in business attire with ties, with 
Regalia. More detailed information, including event pricing, will be sent to you shortly, once all the arrangements have 
been completed. 
For those interested in joining our brothers and sisters in St. Croix for the weekend, the following is the booking information for 
Divi’s Carina Bay Beach Resort on the East End of St. Croix. This is the official hotel for the Commandery of the West Indies’ 
Solemn Ceremony of Investiture. To visit the resort’s website, click the link above.
Divi Carina Bay is an adults only, all-inclusive resort, with unlimited food and beverage from the resort’s restaurants and bars
included with your stay, as well as non-motorized watersports and other amenities. The resort is newly renovated and 
remodeled with Caribbean chic decor. All hotel rooms face the ocean and have either a king or two queen beds, a mini-
fridge, and a private oceanfront balcony or patio. (…)
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(…) We urge you to make your booking as soon as possible. You can do so 
online, or by phone. To book online, click our group’s booking link below 
and follow these instructions: https://bit.ly/StJohnSTX
Click on the link. It takes you to a calendar where you will select your 
dates. Our rates apply between April 24th - May 4th.
Click on “Book Hotel Only”.
Complete grey form for the number of adults, number of rooms, and click 
“Next Step”.
Select room type, and follow the prompts to complete your reservation.
If you prefer to book by phone, please call 800-367-3484 between 8 am 
and 5 pm, Eastern Time, Monday through Friday. Tell the reservationist that 
you are with the Order of St. John group at Carina Bay.

New York Commandery Solemn Ceremony of Investiture on November 13, 2021.
The New York Commandery’s Solemn Investiture took place on November 11-12-13, 2021. 
The “out of towner” dinner on Thursday, November 11th, welcomed our visitors from the 
Florida Commandery, led by Commander, H.E. Isabelle Paul GCSJ and Prior James Gavrilos 
CJSJ, and the Commandery of the West Indies, led by Commander Chevalier Owen Bethel 
CGSJ.

The Aspirants’ Luncheon tool place the day before the investiture on November 12, 2021, at 
the Metropolitan Club of New York. Chevalier Father Stephen Fichter KJSJ, officiated at the 
Aspirants’ Luncheon, and the OSJNY sponsors of the seven Aspirants were:
Dame Barbara Gross DJSJ, Dame Claire Burke DJSJ, Dame Patricia Eltinge CGSJ. H.E. Dr. 
Vincent Bonagura introduced their Aspirants at the event. 

The Solemn Ceremony of Investiture took place on Saturday, November 13th at St. Bartholo-
mew Church on Park Avenue.  Seven Aspirants were invested at the ceremony, and entered 
the OSJNY Commandery as new members of the Order. (…)

https://bit.ly/StJohnSTX
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(…) The following are the new OSJNY members: Mrs. Jacqueline von Rohrscheidt Hill DSJ, Ms. Carolyn Palmer DSJ, Dr. Robert 
Lahita KSJ, Mr. Robert McCrie KSJ, Mrs. Fulvia McCrie DSJ, Ms. Vicki Johnson DSJ, and Ms. Chelsea Bonagura DSJ. 

The following Knights and Dames of OSJNY were promoted to the ranks shown following their names at the investiture: 
Dame Claire Burke CJSJ, Dame Barbara Gross D\CJSJ, Chevalier Douglas Ayres KGJ, Chevalier Patrick Hill KGJ, Dame Evelyn 
Berry CGSJ, Dame Mary Elaine Morris CGSJ, Dame Diana Frankel Hughes CGSJ, Dame Patricia Eltinge CGSJ, Chevalier 
Father Stephen Fichter KJSJ, Chevalier Frederick Hoff CGSJ, Dame Eleonore Conetta CGSJ,  Dame Candace (…)
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(…) Gonzalez CGSJ, and Dame Donatella Graffino
CGSJ.

Rev. Fr. Stephen Fichter KJSJ, Pastor, St. Elizabeth of 
Hungary Roman Catholic Church officiated at the 
Investiture.  H.E. Dr. Vincent Bonagura GCSJ was the 
Representative of the Lt. Grand Master OSJ at the 
investiture and had the honor of investing the new 
Knights and Dames of the Order.

The Gala Dinner immediately following the Investiture 
took place at the Columbus Citizens Foundation. The 
weekend celebration raised funds to support local 
charities.  The beneficiary of funds raised, $10,000 
USD, at the investiture were donated to: 
- The West Side Campaign Against Hunger (New York 
City, NY), and
- Oasis-A Haven for Women & Children (Patterson NJ).

James GAVRILOS, KJSJ, 
Prior,

The Americas Priory
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NOBODY CARES 

HOW MUCH 

YOU KNOW, 

UNTIL THEY KNOW 

HOW MUCH 

YOU CARE.

Theodore Roosevelt.
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REFLECTIONS on
ASK, SEARCH and KNOCK. 

Luke 11:5-13: And he said to them, 'Suppose one of you has a friend, and you go to him at midnight and say to him, 
"Friend, lend me three loaves of bread; for a friend of mine has arrived, and I have nothing to set before him." And he 
answers from within, "Do not bother me; the door has already been locked, and my children are with me in bed; I 
cannot get up and give you anything." I tell you, even though he will not get up and give him anything because he is 
his friend, at least because of his persistence he will get up and give him whatever he needs.
'So I say to you, Ask, and it will be given to you; search, and you will find; knock, and the door will be opened for you. 
For everyone who asks receives, and everyone who searches finds, and for everyone who knocks, the door will be 
opened. Is there anyone among you who, if your child asks for a fish, will give a snake instead of a fish? Or if the child 
asks for an egg, will give a scorpion? If you then, who are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how 

much more will the heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to those who ask him!'  
Prayer takes practice and perseverance, courage and confidence.
“Ask”, “search” and “knock”. We may ask for the wrong thing, but 
we get what we need, rather than what we want. This trust should 
form the basis of every prayer. Jesus makes it clear that we must 
never stop praying. The Father is the source of infinite wealth and 
He wants to answer our needs in abundance. But we have to 
ask first. Lord, help me to ask confidently, expectantly, and 
joyfully for what I and others need right now. 

Matthew 5:20-26: For I tell you, unless your righteousness exceeds 
that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will never enter the kingdom of 
heaven. ‘You have heard that it was said to those of ancient times, “You 
shall not murder”; and “whoever murders shall be liable to judgement.” 
But I say to you that if you are angry with a brother or sister, you will be (…)

Pray
for

Ukraine



(…) liable to judgement; and if you insult a brother or sister, you will be liable to the council; and if you say, “You fool”, 
you will be liable to the hell of fire. So when you are offering your gift at the altar, if you remember that your brother or
sister has something against you, leave your gift there before the altar and go; first be reconciled to your brother or 
sister, and then come and offer your gift. Come to terms quickly with your accuser while you are on the way to court 
with him, or your accuser may hand you over to the judge, and the judge to the guard, and you will be thrown into 
prison. Truly I tell you, you will never get out until you have paid the last penny.

The Spirit calls us to become different, to love more, to be kinder, more merciful. Do I feel that I am different when I love
than when I do not love? Talk to Jesus about it.

Do I need to reconcile with someone today? Am I willing to leave my "gift" (whatever it may be) at the altar and first 
seek reconciliation with my offended brother or sister ? 

We need the mystical, transcendent as the basis of justice 
combined with grace. Learning to meditate is a 
journey into the mystical depths to discover your 

Divine being.

Judgment, condemnation and lack of forgiveness hinder 
goodness and inhibit the mind. 

Let us pray and bring Hope for Ukraine and Russia and our Earth 
Plane which is in high need of peace, love and harmony ! 
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Inez Vermeulen, DGSJ,
Intendant
Loon Commandery,
Low Countries (B) 

REFLECTIONS on
ASK, SEARCH and KNOCK. 



It's been a strange winter with extensive covid-regulations. 
Nonetheless, our work continues. Due to the strict measures ta-
ken at the regional hospital Kalnes, we are not allowed to enter 
the hospital buildings. Instead, the hospital staff comes to us, 
outside the children's wing. 
Christmas gifts
On December 7th the-one-and-only Olaf attended the hand-
over. We gave the children lots of Christmas-related material so 
that they could make presents and decorations for themself, 
their families, and the hospital. This way, the children confined 
to the hospital during this holiday, still would have a great as 
possible stay.
Spa treatment in the winter cold
As our work at the hospital progresses, we have gained the trust 
of the hospital leaders, that our sole purpose is to help others 
without any benefits to ourselves whatsoever. 
On February 11th we gave thirty “Goodie bags” full of make-up-
, hairdo- and cosmetic products to the youth section. Ellen 
could guarantee that the gifts would be greatly appreciated. 
This way the hospitalized teens could arrange a Spa-night and 
focus on something else than the hardship that necessarily 
follows hospitalization.
How we organize the work
We ask for and are given donations, from both private persons 
and other organizations. Everything we receive is fully regifted 
through the following process. First, we receive a donation. (…) 
We then ask the giver if it is all right that we are going to use (…)

REPORT on CHARITY:
St. Sunniva Cdry. (NOR)
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St. Sunniva of Norway: Winter 2021-2022
Østfold Maltese Groupe

Olaf (preschool teacher Linda), Anders, and section 

leader Ellen.
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(…) it for a specific purpose, for example, “goodie bags” to the youth at the 

hospital. We then visit different surplus outlets both online and locally. Here we 
search for goods that are sold at large discounts when purchased in quantity. 
When the donation is spent, usually 500-600 euros, we start packing. After the 
handover, we distribute footage and short stories to our donors, which they, in 
turn, distribute to their members. Knowing that their donations made a differ-
rence for someone else.
Our work is not big-budget, but the work we do tracking down goods and 
creating a new product increases the value at least fourfold. And perhaps just 
as important; that future member of our Order learn that giving some of your 
own time is the greatest gift you can give. Value accounts for 2021 were pre-
sented, in St. Sunniva’s 2 units. Ostfold Malteser group NOK 49,792 and Aas
Maltesergrup NOK 372.450: Total 422.242 NOK, in EURO 42.863, in USD 47,730.
St. Sunniva consists of 9 Knights and Dames. St. Sunniva also has a large num-
ber of assistants who help diligently with our activities.

Anders OMBERG, KSJ, & 
Vibeke OMBERG, DSJ 

****

Section leader Ellen 

and Anders



PRAYER POPE FRANCIS on UKRAINE

As Pope Francis wrapped up the General Audience on last Wednesday March
16th, he led those gathered in the Paul VI Hall and online in a special prayer for an
end to the war in Ukraine. He made his own a prayer composed by the Italian
Archbishop of Naples, Domenico Battaglia, making a few minor additions. The
Pope pleads with God to forgive all of humanity for the brutality of war, which he
said turns our hands - created to care and tend the earth - into instruments of
death. Before reciting the prayer, Pope Francis invited Christians to “ask God for
forgiveness and to grant peace” amid the pain of the war in Ukraine.
Here below is an unofficial translation of the Pope’s prayer:

Forgive us for war, O Lord.
Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on us sinners !

Lord Jesus, born in the shadows of bombs falling on Kyiv, have mercy on us !
Lord Jesus, who died in a mother’s arms in a bunker in Kharkiv, have mercy on us !

Lord Jesus, a 20-year-old sent to the frontlines, have mercy on us !
Lord Jesus, who still behold armed hands in the shadow of your Cross, have mercy 

on us !

Forgive us, O Lord.
Forgive us, if we are not satisfied with the nails with which we crucified Your hands, 

as we continue to slate our thirst with the blood of those mauled by weapons.

Forgive us, if these hands which You created to tend have been transformed into 
instruments of death.

Forgive us, O Lord, if we continue to kill our brother;
Forgive us, if we continue like Cain to pick up the stones of our fields to kill Abel. 
Forgive us, if we continue to justify our cruelty with our labors, if we legitimize the 

brutality of our actions with our pain.
(…)
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(…)
Forgive us for war, O Lord. Forgive us for war, O Lord.

Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, we implore You ! 
Hold fast the hand of Cain !

Amen.

Illumine our consciences;
May our will not be done;

Abandon us not to our own actions !

Stop us, O Lord, stop us !

And when you have held back the hand of Cain, 
care also for him. He is our brother.
O Lord, put a halt to the violence !

Stop us, O Lord !

Amen.
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Chev. Ronald Emond SODERLING, KSJ
° May 27, 1934 – + December 28, 2021

Ronald “Ron” Soderling, the son of immigrant parents from Sweden and the Netherlands, was 
born in Salt Lake City, Utah, and grew up in Los Angeles. After graduating from Beverly Hills High 
School, Ron, a life-long patriot, served in the Korean War with honor. Following the war, Ron 
attended Woodbury University in Burbank where he received his Business Administration de-
gree. Straight out of college, Ron launched a successful printing company. The entrepreneur 
entered the real estate business in the early ‘60s—an industry he would embrace for the rest of 
his life.

The gutsy young pioneer developed and sold thousands of condominiums in the most exclu-
sive neighborhoods of Los Angeles. In the mid-70s Ron relocated to Newport Beach. He inves-
ted heavily in Orange County real estate and developed properties throughout Southern Cali-
fornia. His visionary efforts helped define our local culture and aesthetics.

Ron was truly a renaissance man with a heart for philanthropy. He was an inspirational and 
forward-thinking leader committed to helping people and communities thrive. Since inception, 
he was a donor and involved with the South Coast Repertory, Orange County Performing Arts 
Center, and Musco Center for the Arts. In concert with the arts, Ron believed that education 
paralleled as one of the most important ingredients for the future of mankind. In the 1990s, Ron
joined the Woodbury University Board of Trustees, which then led him to do the same for his children’s alma mater, Chapman 
University, where he offered sage advice for over 25 years. Ron created his own foundation which provides college scholar-
ships to financially disadvantaged students.

Ron met his soulmate, Gail, 45 years ago. It was love at first sight. The two made their home at the Balboa Bay Club. The BBC
won’t be the same without friendly and charismatic Ron, who enjoyed meeting people and sharing concepts. He was a 
curious man with many interests and always eager to learn. Skiing, golf, tennis, and boating were hobbies through the years. 
He was obsessed with vitamins, herbs, lotions, and potions, and worked out daily. He believed in self-care; in keeping the 
body and mind running like a fine-tuned machine. (…)
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In 2015, Ron was Knighted in the Order of St. John, one of the 
oldest orders of Chivalry still in existence whose mission is to 
serve the sick and the poor. He was a wise man with a big heart 
who took action and got the job done. Much of that passion 
came from a lifetime of travels to exotic lands far away such as 
Africa, Egypt, Israel, China, and Thailand. He enjoyed their 
getaway homes in Aspen, CO, and La Quinta, CA. Most of all, 
he loved being with Gail in Newport Beach taking in a rich 
sunset painted above the ocean. 

Ron was a warrior who fought hard over this past year. He was 
blessed with a beautiful Christmas surrounded by family. He was 
called home to be with the Lord three days later, and no doubt 
he’s loving his new heavenly body. 

He is survived by his wife Gail of 32 years, along with 5 children 
and 5 grandchild-dren. Ron was a wonderful father, 
grandfather, friend, and mentor to many. Ron will forever be in 
our hearts.

God, grant him eternal rest.

Dr. Vincent BONAGURA, OSJ, 

Grand Hospitaller.
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At least twenty great civilizations

have disappeared. 

The pattern is shockingly similar. 

All, before their collapse, showed a 

decline of spiritual values, in moral

stamina, and in the freedom and 

responsibility of their citizens. 

They showed such symptoms as 

excessive taxation, bloated

bureaucracy, government

paternalism, and generally a rather

elaborate set of supports, controls, 

and regulations, affecting prices, 

wages, production and 

consumption.

Ezra Taft Benson, 

February 28th, 1962.



PERSONALIA
International obituary:
Several members in different Priories unfortunately passed away from this life. Our deepest gratitude remains for the
achievements and fraternity of all deceased within and beyond the Order. May they all rest in the peace of our Lord;
their name liveth for evermore !

Elections and Nominations, Promotions
No messages reached us about nominations or promotions.

COVID TIMES
Abstraction made – if in any way possible - from the sheer, monstrous madness inflicted on Ukraine, a form of normali-
zed life develops in different areas of the OSJ world, being under by definition constantly changing covid-safety regu-
lations. A number of the Order’s national and regional activities and gatherings finally happened, as one can read in
this edition, and this includes Investitures. We are all more than delighted with this evolution, pro Fide as well as pro utili-

tate Hominum. Good times are returning, but not overall and everywhere to the fullest, although regulations seem to
be loosened almost everywhere in the OSJ realm. Meanwhile and to everyone’s disappointment, some events still have
to be cancelled again in other regions, or meetings have gone digital again until further notice.

SOVEREIGN COUNCIL : LET’S MEET in Malta on 29 October 2022 !
The Petit Conseil met by videoconference on last February 13th, only to decide upon the organization or postpone-
ment of the Sovereign Council on April 23rd, 2022. A re-postponement of the Sovereign Council was wisely proclamed
from the earlier planned date in April 2022 to October 29th, 2022, cfr. page 28 of this edition. More detailed information
follows. We sincerely thank our Maltese Brothers and Sisters for re-organizing the re-rescheduled gatherings time (…)
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We proclaim the resurrection of Christ
when His light illuminates

the dark moments of our existence
Pope Francis.
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(…) and time again, but this message allows you to already save the date. We strongly hope that we can finally en-
joy a ‘live’ Sovereign Council in Malta, thanks to this re-postponement to October 2022: there’s absolutely no substi-
tute for meeting in person.

DISCLAIMER
Please note that the information in this magazine, including all articles, does not make any claims. Any information
offered is expressly the opinion of the creator/author of that material. It is respectfully offered to you to explore, in
the hope and with the intention that exploring this material will be informative and helpful to you. This magazine
contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright Laws and Treaties. You may not publish,
display, disclose, modify, distribute, or create derivative works based on the magazine contents or any part thereof.

LITTLE WORD FROM THE EDITOR
Dear Brothers & Sisters in Arms, I hope you’ll enjoy this 1/2022 edition, and that our Order can revive to full opera-
tional strength in the months to come. Full resuming of actions and Investitures means that the Order can welcome
new Knights and Dames and can grow again in membership numbers, vigor and impact, as this 1/2022 Herald testi-
fies. My sincerest thanks to all authors who have contributed and are still contributing to our International Herald: we
adore our loyal authors for reporting and reflecting in each edition on all the Order’s good works and high spirits.
Keep up the splendid action on both domains of our motto, and do NOT forget to send me content: in Word and -
separately – useable pictures in Jpeg or comparable format by the end of May to come, at the latest, for the next
Summer edition to be issued. Gently take care of each other and of your fellow man within and beyond the Order,
as you always did ! Pray for the courageous people in Ukraine. I wish you all a most intense Lent, anticipating to a
most wonderful Easter revival ! The world desperately needs it.

Yours most sincerely in X° and St-John,

OSJ, Editor,
Benelux Grand Prior

Easter is the demonstration 
of God that life is essentially 
spiritual and timeless.

Charles M. Crowe
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